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The fatno~:!s issuo of maximum likelihood (rfL)

versus least squares (LS) in the solution of a behaviourisc:~.c.

-,~
~)

equation system flares up ,from time to time bu~ seems as

,~ -~ ~ yet unresolved° According!y~ as the wPiter is about to

~.;~
~

�" embark on a possi.biy la~’ge .~nodel for his own count~-y based
<:/~ .--

~ on time s.eries~ he himself h~s to f-x~oe- the .issue now~

"~
":$ O The p~e,~ent investigat.ion.leaves .~_m convinced that e x

C,
q-

.... ~.7±oh individ~.tal equation. L.8 -is.:Zhe~w ~ ~ ante red.uced., f-otto (i{~) .....

,~>~ ~ bet t er wa3-" ~.
0 O ~’

2::
~

Of oours.e. :, ~’~t .all .depend,~ .on ~h.a~.. on.e...wants

"" ~ ~ the--~,~o,del fo’:~~ to .q:uote...the-. T.oo"-.~’,~..l~,~.,~&licbe. One..9 ..       ¯       ¯ - "

~ ~ ~ objective the k~rite_~, has riot in. mind ..i.~ q ~a..’~vidutl

~ ~ ~
coeffici<-)nt e¢,t.imation, - He was vehemen’t ’some $;ears ago

:~ 4~
4~ in the assertion that -i,,~ -, " ~-.~ ..... mul.~,..~variate regression (and._~..

~ ~ afortiori, in equation systems) individual c.oefficients

~ ~; are.meaningless: the only coefficient~., po.ssibly eco-nom~ca_...~.:~’

significant are those of ~imp!e regression [ ~" ]    The.

writer is.not, aware of any serious at t.e~",p ¢. to rebut his

views; nonetheless~ economic interpretations of individual

coefficients (usually.interpreted as "e.lasticities" or

such like)~ with. their implicit untenable s2Zeris a~ibUs

assumption~ are still r.ife,     .-

The onl~, use the writer can find in solving larg,,~

.or small equation systems.is forecasting (of the-~.~dog~?,.ou~

varia.bles) and policy-.making; for what follows~ however,

it will suffice to assume that. forecasting is an objectives.,

This objective ~.~equires the calculation of. Yc’ the vecto~

for some specified time t of endogenous values, given



the values of the-.pi’edetermined vari~1~l~s ....... ~f-course the

estimation of the coefficients is involved, but to be used

onl]:: as a set and not individually°

Original and Reduced Form

Let to original form (OF) of the model (in matrix

notation) be

(1)    ~,~ = x~ + u

There are T sets of observations, p endogenous variables

y, q exogenous variables x and an error matrix u about

which the usual assu~nptions are made, including non-

autoregression and a population var-covar matrix, the

same for all times t,~ and ~. are the population coefficient

population matrices° The dimensions of the five matrices

involved, are accordingly as fo].lows:- .y: T x p.,~: p.- x p,

÷.

x: T x q, ~ : q X p~. u: T x po~ is a square matrix, usually

wi~h p~-~ue:iDs] 4J~son~.3 u~it~.e~,    we Qgsum~ for ~implicity

that x is pure exogenous~ i~e. it contains no lagged endo-

genous variables, not an issue here. Of course, x need

not be linear, though y must. In accordance with the

usual convention, the stochastic properties of the model

enter solely through u, x being the same for each realis-

ation, of which we have, in pracZice, only one. The

expected value E is the mean of a hypothetically in-

definitely large number of realisationso For the comparative

efficiency purpose of the present paper, the population

values, x~ , ~ and the var-covar matrix are supposed known.

We shall concern ourselvec with ex ante RF.

We assume that (1) has been set up on theoretical

considerations: usually one equation is designed to explain

each endogenous variable, the explanatory, or c~usal~

variables in each equation being other endogenous and

exogenous variables~ These explanatory variables are

customarily few in number, at most four or five. The

coefficients~ sad a are still in the form of symbols)



unestimated.

as follows

-1(2) y = xc~

or

(3) y = xT + v

- 3 -

From this form we may derive ex ante RF

-1
+ ~     ,

where T =¢~9-I and v = up-is The object of this transformation

is to pick out, on the right side, the exogenous variables

with non-zero coefficients, which theory, enshrined in

(l), ordains. One hopes that, as in the case of OF, the

right side exogenous variables will be few in each equation.

As the var-covar matrix of u i~Bu’u~T, the corresponding

-i    f-1
matrix for v is E~ ’ )    u’u    /T , a fact of considerable

importance for what follows.

We do not consider LG applied to the individual

equations in OF in non-recursive models as, following the

well-known work of Haavelmo [ 2 ] , we regard this method

as invalid. In fact, asymptotically it yields inconsistent

estimates of y.

now that it is possible to estimate,Suppose)

by ML or otherwise, the coefficients _~ and c~ by b and a

A
respectively and residual u by ~ in a consistent way,

i.e. so that each element tends in probability (as T

increases) towards its population value, a property which

may be written

A
(4) b~J# ; a~;    ~u.

It is necessary to have recourse to e x post RF to estimate

y by Yc;

(5) Yc = xab-I
-1 A k -I

~xr~$ =n ; Y = Yc + v; v~u# .

It is quite clear that the var-covar matrix of

-I -i
(y - yc)~E(p’) u,up /r.

We can also estimate a calculated value of y,

call it Ylc’ from the ex ante RF version of the model (3) :-

k A -1
(6) Ylc = xc~xF = ~; Y = Ylc + w, w~up

Obviously the var-covar matrix of (y - Ylc)~ ! )-I u’u~-l/T,

as in the case of OF. ~t is to be noted for comparative



purposes, that, at (5) (OF) and. (6j (RF), y(Involved in

the estimation of Yc and ylc), x and~ are identical, y

and }~ because they are data and ~ is the value o~ 3r, fciven

x ~h~ u is zero, so that ~9 = x a implies~ = x~p-I.

Given our criterion based on the difference

between the actual and calculated value of the endogenous

variables (y - yc) or (y - ylc) and our objective

(forecasting and policy-making), the identity of the

population var-covar matrices means that there is no

asymptotic (T~) difference in efficiency between OF

(with ML) and RF (with L8).

Desiring to examine the issue to a closer approx-

imation, we decided to compare the vAues (from now on

using non-matrix notation) of E (Yt - Ytc)2 and

)~B (Yt - Ytlc , the mean square of an indefinitely large

number of replications of the deviations for given values

of xt, for a particular simple model. We prefer the

criterion we have adopted to, say, B (Ytc - ~t)2 mainly

because, in any relization, the latter is not estimable,

whereas the former is. Our method is to expand the

criteria to terms in T-i, the terms in T° being the same

in both cases, as we have seen in the general case.

The Simple. Recursive Model

As our object is measurement, we have recourse

to the only case in which the OF (~L) solution is

algebraically manageable, which is the recursive system

of equations. In this case, as is well-known, the ML

solution is found by individual equation LS in OF, when

u in (1) is normally distributed, now assumed. We select

the simplest possible recursive model, as follows

(7) (i)    Ytl = ~ i Xtl + utl

(ii) Yt2 = # I Ytl + ~ 2 xt2 + ut2~    t = I, ~, ..., T

The estimates of ~i’ ~2’ and #i are al, a2 and bI respect-

ively. There is no issue with regard to 7 (i): the OF
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and ~F estimates o£ ai (by al) and of Yti (by Ytic )

are identical. Investigation will therefore be confined

to ? (ii) of which the ML solution is found by ordinary

IS~ ielding the equations:-

(8~ (b1 ~
- c~ )Z(cxt

)-~’l)Z(~lxtX + utl)~ + (a2      2        l+utl xt~

= Z ut2 (axtl + ut±)

(bI -P i)Z(~Ixtl + utl) xt~2 + (ap~ -¢~ 2)Zx2t~

= ut2 xt~

The Z indicates summation with regard to t. It will now

be convenient to deem (without loss of generality) x

and x~ as standardized, i.e.,

(9) Zxtl = O; Z xt2 = OIZl x2    = T; Z x
tl

~ xtl xt~ = Tp

Then (3) becomes

2
(10) (b1 -/3 1) (e.1 + ~a 1 el + e5 ) + ( a~

2
t2 = T;

i e3 + e6

with

1

-~ ) (~ )17+ e#

( b i" - [21) (a17+ e2)
+ (a# - c¢ ) = e4

(11)

Tei =7,. Utl Xtl; Te2 = Z utI xt2; Te,6 = Zut~ xtl;

Te4 = Z ut2 xt2;

2
Te5 = Z u tl;     Te6 =Z utl ut2.

As, for the purpose of comparison of efficiency, we are

entitled to assume knowledge off ~I’ c~    /~ and the
2’ I

variances of the error terms utl and ut2, namelN ~-i~ and

2
o-~ , we can go further and assume~ without loss of

generality, that ~5-I and 0-3 are both unity ~nd ut~ and

ut~ independent. Then the varianceo of all the e’s

(except e5) at (ll) are I/T, whi.ie j t will suffice to

note that ~e = I.
5

If the original valu~ ~n (7) ~-~ ~-4-i~÷~, by prim~4
symbols, (except x _ and x~^ unchanged) tra~:~.~.~ t~ th.~
form with residual variances unity is effected by:~-

u tl = u’tl/~i: ut~ = u’t~/~; ~ = ~’I/q’ Ytl     tl/~i~
1 " = Y’

Yt~ = Y’t2/C-2; 191 = ~ ’ c--l/ c- o 1 2
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The OF forecasting formula from (7) is,

(12)
Yt2c = alblXtl + a x 2 I;2’

,~here aI is found by L$ from (7) (i) as

(I~
~! = C~l + Z utl/T = c~i + el"

The decision function is

2
(14) xt = E(yt~ - yt~c) .

It is to be noted that in the hypothetically indefinitely

large number of replications implicit in (14), t, Xtl

a~d xt2 are the same in all. From (7) and (i~) p

(15) Yt2 - Yt2c = (ute + Plutl) - (albl - ~ e iI~1) Xtl-(a2-a2 )xt2 ;

From which it is evident that the leading term in (14) is

)2
2

(16) 17(ut2 + /31Utl    = 1 + /7 1"

Two Cases

Two views may be taken about the explici~ error

term, (ut~ + ~lUtl), in (15), according to whether one

is concemned with (i) measuring goodness-of-fit of

estimate Yt2c to observation Yt~ or (ii) using the

formula for forecasting and policy-making. In case (i)

only the T sets of observations are involved: ull and

ut~ in (15) are the error terms involved in the estimationl

of FII~ ~2 and ~ 1 so that the error term is not statistically

independent of the estimates of the coefficients of Xtl

and xt~~ In case (ii) we are concerned with future time,

actual as regards forecasting and hypothetical as regards

policy-making; the Utl and ute, being errors pertaining

to future time, are independent of the errors in the

estimated coefficients of xtl and xt2 which are functions

of the errors in past time. The result is different values

of Xt, given by (14), in cases (i) and (ii). We consider

approximations to both.

Case i_~J~.’ Ooo dn e s s -o f -fit

For the present purpoGe expansion of (14) to the

term in I/T only is required: the right side of (15) is

squared after substitution of aI f~om (13) and a~ and bI

from (lO):-bl _~ I = [(c~!ez+es)-%< l~+e2)]e4 /d

= e )](17) a~-c¢2 ’ECc: + 2czlel+e=)eu    4-(Ccl/es +co 1pes+ccie2~e 2 6 ’
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where d is given by

so that (using (ii)),

and

The symbol ,,A,, means "equals, to the approximation required,’.

The actual or approximate values of the six terms (T i)*

in the expansion of the right 6ide of X (14) using (15) are,

after much algebra, given by:-

2
T1 = I+P1

-~
%2 " 2(¢~12 2

2¯ = x t2 + x t2

-AT. T3 "- 2(c~21x2
2

tl - ~

. 2 2(21) AT. T4 = x t2 (~ 1 + 1)

-AT. T5 "-
2c~2 /

1 XtlXt2
¯ 2 2 2AT. T6 = (c 1 +A19 1) x tI

2- a’ I PXtlXt2 )

/

whence

The ex ante ~F model of ~he system is

(i)    Ytl = C(lXtl + u&

(ii)

where

(24) T1 = al/3 I; vt2 = utp. + p i ut1"

The ~F (L8) expression corresponding to (22) is found

(25) X’ = E(Yt - y’    )
t 2 t2c

= (l+p~
!) - tl -

to be

/32.     2                  2(1 +    1) (x       2fxtl xt2 + x t~),

If the coefficients on the right of (15) are A., AQ and
A3, then Ti = ZA21, T22= 2~Ai A2, T3 = 2EAI A~,IT4 .~ ~A22,

T5 = 2EA2~ A3’         T6        = EA3             ¯
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From (22) and (25),

As tne discriminant of the right side of (26),

= -4~ 2 ~ 21 ( 1 -
) , is negative, this right aide

is always positive~    ~’-~ence’:       Xt~> ][~t °      Hence~ as regards

goodness of fit~ ~qF with LS is at least as efficient as

OF with NIL. It is surely remarkable that this property

holds for each set of the exogenous variables and not

merely for the sum squares differences EE (Xt - X’ )o t

Case (ii) - Forecasting and Policy-making

As already remarked, the error term in (15),

(ut2 + ~1 Utl) is now independent of tile coefficients of

2
xtl and xt2, which means that ~(Yt2 - Yt2c) is the sum

T1 + T4 + T5 + T6 (see (21))in the OF (ML) situation:-

)2~
2 I ~f 21+p2 )x2

(28) Yt = E(Yt2 - Yt2c    (i +P i) + ~T
IA tl

- 2p c~2 2 2
1 Xtl xt2 + (I + c~ i)Ix t2

The corresponding RF (LS) impression is

. )~.~ (l+F2(29) Y’ = ~(Yt "- Y~2ct 2 i)

+ 1 + 1521 ( 2
2

TI1.- y2)
x tl - ~tlxt2 + ~ t2)

We now see that the expressions for Y and Y’ at (28) and

(29) differ respectively from X and X’ given by (22) and

(25) only in the sign following (i + P21). Hence

(30) Xt - X’ A V’ - ¥tt     - t
°

The situation is therefore now reversed: OF with ML is

now more efficient than RF with LSo In both cases the

relative superiority arises only in the term in T-to

The T° term is identical throughout, namely (1 + PI),

so that asymptotically the two approaches are equally

efficient.
The Value of E(yt2c - ~t)2

Here the population value.~t of Yt2c (or y’t2c) is
given by
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(31) ~t = c:i Pl xtl + c¢ 2 xt2 = Y1 xt± + c~ 2 c¢t2.
We have rejected E(yt2c - Ut)~ as a valid criterion as

assessing the relative merits 0£ ML and L8. Nevertheless

it may be interesting to observe that if Zt and Z’t be

the respective values of this expression under ~]L and

LS conditions (Zt - Z’t) is found to be approximately

- (Xt -X’ ) given by (26).t
~ - Z’ ) is a~ence ( X,t t

non-positive quantity for all values of the exogenous

set (Xtl, xt2). This result is a consequence of ML

being asymptotigally mo~e efficient for estimating the

coefficients which alone enter the calculation: the

residual errors utl and ut2 as explicit terms are

eliminated. Therefore, to complete (30),

(32) Xt      X’     " Y’ Yt "    ’.... Z    - Z .
t t t t

A Constructed Example

Unsure, at the start, that we would be able to

cope with the algebra of even the simple recursive model~

we set up a constructed illustration using the following

population values (see (7)):- aI = 2, Pl = 5, a2 = 3,

T = $0. xtl aKd xt2 were found from fairly highly

correlated (p - .83) annual time series; Utl,

were independent random samples from N(O,I).

and yt2were built up, constituting, with Xtl

the "data".

and ut2

So Ytl

and xt2,

We need not give the details. Following are

the estimated values of the coefficients using the two

systems : -

Coefficient I Estimation

Original form (OF-)

I 2.20

I 4.92

I

3 .17

~educed form (RF)
2.20

12.18

5.54

1.57

-Population

2

5

3

2

10

5

3
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H-e~.cea on ~he showing of these figures, there can be no
4""

question about the superiority of OF (~L) as regards

individ~l, coefficient estimation, in which, however,

we are not interest,ed. The ex ante RF (with LS) yields

bizarre values. Yet all .the errors of estimate of the

coef.ficients lie within, the ..95 probability limits. The

main reason for the greater accuracy of the OF (ML)

estimates is that the residual (population) variance

l
is i, whereas it i8 I + ~ 2 = 26 in the RF (L8) case.

Yet the latter affords the better goodness-of-fit to

the data for we find:-

OF: Z (yt2 - Yt2c ) /T = 21.8

RF: Z (yt2 - y t2c) /T = 20.9

AS we have but one realization there is no possibility

~of___calculating the E values of the text. Comparison of

the deviations in each of the T = 30 sets of data shows

that f~ 17 cases (Yt~. - ylt2c)2 (i.e. RF) is the smalle.2

and in the remaining 13 cases (Yt2 - y ~;Sc)~. (i.e, OF)

is the smaller. If we had the B values the RF [LS)

value wo~id be smaller in every case. In truth, as

far as results go in any single realisation, there

seems little to choose between OF (ML) and RF (LS),

As stated in the text all the advantage comes from

computational simplicity iD th~ ~a~L~as~.,

Conclus~on-

F~om the strictly statistical point of "~iSw

there ’is but little .difference in eff~cienc.y .be~ween..~he~

¯ .:QF (with ML) and e_~x ant___e RF (wit.h individual equatiDn

LS) ~pproaches~, For forecasting and.poli.cy-making,

....OF (NIL) is the more efficient by our crlterion; on _the

.goodness-of-flit test, ~F (L8) is the more efficient,

It is true that these comparisons are based on an

examination of the simplest possible recursive system:

the writer would be greatly surprised, however~ if

investigation by algebra or ~onte Carlo on a general
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///

/

/

system yielded a different assessment, Dot then the

problem would remain of explaining away the recursive

case.

Even in this simple case (and only to terms

in I/T the elementary aigebra was formidable, but the

outcome pleasing in ~hat quite definite conclusions

emerged. That most of the paper is devoted to this

special case must not blind us to the fact that these

conclusions are far less impgrtant than the fact~ very

easily established at the start, that asymptotically

the two approaches are equally efficient, statistically

speaking.

Computationally, the argument overwhelmingly

favours RF (with LS). In adopting RF we bypass all

the problems associated with identification etc.

Even as regards theory: in [I] the writer has seriously

raised the problem as to whether ex ante RF (see (2))

does or does not represent a more valid cause-effect

economic statement than does OF (i).

The first term ((i +~21) of the error variance

in the special and E(~’ )-lu’u~ -I/T is the general ca~’~e)

is the incubus. It goes far towards showing why fore- -

casts of year-to-year changes are generally so poor

(even with impressive R2s and reassuring DWs). ~o

effort should be spared to make all residual error

variances as small as possible.

6 October 1967

~evised 24 November 1967
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